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Abstract 1 

The predictability limits of TC intensity over the western North Pacific (WNP) are 2 

investigated using TC best track data. The results show that the predictability limit of 3 

the TC Minimum Central Pressure (MCP) is ~102 hours, comparable to that of the TC 4 

Maximum Sustained Wind (MSW). The spatial distribution of the predictability limit 5 

of the TC MCP over the WNP is similar to that of the TC MSW, and both gradually 6 

decrease from the eastern WNP (EWNP) to the South China Sea (SCS). The 7 

predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW are relatively high over the 8 

southeastern WNP where the modified accumulated cyclone energy (MACE) is 9 

relatively large, whereas they are relatively low over the SCS where the MACE is 10 

relatively small. The spatial patterns of the TC lifetime and the lifetime maximum 11 

intensity (LMI) are similar to that of the TC MACE. Strong and long-lived TCs, 12 

which have relatively long predictability, mainly form in the southwestern WNP. In 13 

contrast, weak and short-lived TCs, which have relatively short predictability, mainly 14 

form in the SCS. In addition to the dependence of predictability limit on genesis 15 

location, the predictability limits of TC intensity also evolve in the TC lifecycle. The 16 

predictability limit of the TC MCP (MSW) gradually decreases from 102 (108) hours 17 

at genesis time (00 h) to 54 (84) hours four days after TC genesis. 18 

  19 
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1. Introduction 20 

The accuracy of tropical cyclone (TC) track and intensity forecasts is of 21 

particular importance for warning the public to protect life and property in the 22 

affected area. The accuracy of TC track forecasts has steadily improved in recent 23 

decades along with a global reduction in forecast error for operational hurricane 24 

forecast models (Elsberry et al. 2007; DeMaria et al. 2014). However, although many 25 

operational and research centers have made efforts to improve TC intensity forecasts 26 

(Gopalakrishnan et al. 2011; Zhang and Weng 2015; Ruf et al. 2016; Weng and Zhang 27 

2016), the TC intensity errors have decreased at a smaller rate than the track errors 28 

over the same period. Particularly, the TC intensity forecast skill at shorter lead times 29 

(24-48 h) has shown relatively little improvement (DeMaria et al. 2014).  30 

There may be several reasons for this. As reported by Landsea and Franklin 31 

(2013), the forecast error of TC intensity at 24 hours is comparable to the limit of 32 

currently observational uncertainty of TC intensity. In addition, accurate TC track 33 

forecasts are not as heavily dependent on model physics and model resolution. 34 

Furthermore, the accuracy of TC intensity forecast may be ultimately limited by the 35 

predictability due to the chaotic nature of the atmosphere itself (Lorenz 1963, 1969; 36 

Palmer et al. 2014; Tao and Zhang 2015; Judt et al. 2016). In order to further improve 37 

forecasts of TC intensity, it is worth determining quantitatively the limit of 38 

predictability of TC intensity (Emanuel and Zhang 2016). 39 

TC intensity is not only affected by the large-scale environment, but also by 40 
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complex physical processes, making it difficult to assess error growth and intrinsic 41 

predictability. Many studies of the predictability of TC intensity have used the 42 

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Zhang et al. 2014; Tao and Zhang 43 

2015; Zhu et al. 2016), idealized axisymmetric models (Hakim 2011, 2013; Kieu and 44 

Moon 2016) and statistical forecasting models (Kaplan et al. 2015; Emanuel and 45 

Zhang 2016). For example, Zhang and Tao (2013) explored the influence of 46 

environmental parameters on the predictability of TC intensity through a series of 47 

idealized simulations using the WRF model and indicated that the magnitude of 48 

vertical wind shear may have an effect on the accuracy of TC intensity forecasts. 49 

Similarly, Tao and Zhang (2014) showed the impacts of uncertainty in the vertical 50 

wind shear and the spatial distribution of moist convection on the evolution of TCs 51 

and found these uncertainties decrease the predictability of TC intensity. Brown and 52 

Hakim (2013) and Hakim (2013) used idealized simulations of a mature TC in an 53 

axisymmetric model to examine the predictability of TC intensity, suggesting that 54 

the intrinsic predictability of TC near-surface winds is lost after ~72 hours. A recent 55 

case study by Judt et al. (2016) indicated that the forecast error of TC surface wind 56 

shows rapid growth of small-scale uncertainties, but the mean vortex circulation of 57 

the TC is comparatively resistant to upscale error growth. Therefore, the relatively 58 

long predictability of the environment and the mean vortex could be exploited for 59 

longer-term predictions of TC intensity. 60 

The above modeling studies have provided a better understanding of TC 61 
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intensity predictability, which is helpful in improving the forecast skill of TC intensity. 62 

However, some of the aforementioned studies are limited, as they rely heavily on 63 

idealized numerical models with periodic boundary conditions and/or start from 64 

identical initial conditions (Judt et al. 2016). While numerical models have been 65 

helpful in assessing the influence of the uncertainty of environmental variables on the 66 

forecast uncertainty and predictability of TC intensity, almost all numerical models of 67 

TCs used in previous studies (Weng and Zhang 2016; Zhu et al. 2016), such as the 68 

WRF model, are imperfect, and model shortcomings hinder the simulation of TC 69 

intensity. The estimate of TC intensity predictability is significantly influenced by 70 

model error owing to the model deficiencies; consequently, such an estimate cannot 71 

truly represent the real predictability of TC intensity. Another challenge is that our 72 

understanding of TC intensity predictability is derived mainly from analyses of TC 73 

case studies. Although TCs are viewed as highly episodic, isolated events, the 74 

characteristics of TCs vary widely with genesis location, and the spatial distribution 75 

of the TC intensity predictability limit remains unknown. 76 

The goal of this study is to quantitatively determine the predictability limit of 77 

two different measures of TC intensity (the Minimum Central Pressure (MCP) and 78 

Maximum Sustained Wind (MSW)) over the whole western North Pacific (WNP) 79 

using observational data (observed TC best track data in this study). This work builds 80 

on our recent work on the predictability of TC tracks (Zhong et al. 2017, manuscript 81 

submitted to Advances in Atmospheric Sciences), where we use best track data to 82 
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show that the mean predictability limit of all TC tracks over the WNP basin is ~108 83 

hours. The observed best track data include a significant amount of position and 84 

intensity information for TCs. Therefore, the best track data can be used to determine 85 

the predictability limit of TC intensity, as satisfactory models are not available to 86 

predict TC intensity. 87 

A method has been proposed to investigate the predictability of chaotic systems 88 

using the nonlinear local Lyapunov exponent (NLLE) (Chen et al. 2006; Ding and Li 89 

2007). The NLLE allows the predictability limit of dynamical systems, such as a 90 

chaotic system, to be determined quantitatively. For a low-order chaotic system, the 91 

leading NLLE mainly describes the average growth rates of the initial error in the 92 

fastest-growing direction. Meanwhile, to assess the actual atmospheric predictability 93 

from observational data, a practical and efficient algorithm known as local dynamical 94 

analogs (LDAs), has been devised to enable the calculation of the NLLE (Li and Ding 95 

2011). Similarly, the limit of TC intensity predictability in this work can therefore be 96 

assessed from the observed best track data using the LDAs algorithm. Here, it should 97 

be noted that the predictability limit of TC intensity obtained in this work would be 98 

lower than the intrinsic predictability, which may be achieved only if the prediction 99 

model is perfect except for sufficiently small error in the initial conditions. 100 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 101 

observational data and introduces the NLLE approach. The main results regarding the 102 

predictability limit of TC intensity and its spatial distribution are presented in section 103 
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3. Section 4 provides a summary and discussion. 104 

2. Data and methodology 105 

2.1 Observational data 106 

Tropical cyclone best track data were obtained from the International Best Track 107 

Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) dataset, which combines the TC best 108 

track data from all forecasting agencies into an integrated dataset (downloaded from 109 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ibtracs/index.php?name=ibtracs-samples). The IBTrACS 110 

dataset consists of the best estimates of the TC central position (latitude and 111 

longitude), minimum central pressure (MCP), and maximum sustained wind (MSW) 112 

at 6-hourly intervals (Knapp and Kruk 2010; Knapp et al. 2010). The pressure and 113 

wind speed of the TC represent two metrics of TC intensity, so the predictability 114 

limits of the TC MCP and MSW are investigated separately using the best track data. 115 

We use TC best track data for the period 1945–2015, and the WNP basin is defined as 116 

the region 100°E–180°E and 0°N–30°N, including the South China Sea (SCS). 117 

2.2 The NLLE approach 118 

The NLLE approach can be used for quantitative estimation of the predictability 119 

limit of atmospheric and oceanic variables. For a variable 0( )tx  at time 0t , the 120 

NLLE,  , is defined as follows: 121 

0

0 0

0
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( ( ), ( ), ) ln
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t t
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,         (1) 122 

where 0 0( ( ), ( ), )t t  x   depends on the initial state 0( )tx  of the reference orbit in 123 

phase space, the initial error 0( )t , and the evolution time  (Chen et al. 2006; Ding 124 
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et al. 2007; Ding and Li 2007). The NLLE  mainly describes the growth rates of 125 

the initial error of the dynamic system. Based on the NLLE, the mean relative growth 126 

of the initial error (RGIE), which is defined as the ratio of the error at the evolution 127 

time  to the initial error, can be obtained from 128 

0 0( ( ), ) exp ( ( ), ) Pt t c         ( N  ),     (2) 129 

where
P  denotes the convergence in probability, and 0( ( ), )t    is the ensemble 130 

mean NLLE of the dynamic system. Using the theorem from Ding and Li (2007), the 131 

constant c  can be considered as the theoretical saturation level of the RGIE, when 132 

the sample size N tends to infinity. When the mean error reaches the saturation level, 133 

the initial information is lost and predicting the state variables of the system becomes 134 

meaningless. Therefore, the predictability limit can be quantitatively determined 135 

based on the theoretical saturation value (Ding and Li 2007), meaning that an accurate 136 

prediction of the system’s state variables cannot be made, once the forecast lead time 137 

is beyond this upper limit of time. 138 

If the equations governing dynamic systems are known, the mean NLLE can be 139 

directly obtained from the error evolution equations of the systems. However, the 140 

error evolution equations are not known explicitly for the real atmosphere, due to 141 

imprecisely known parameters and external forcing terms (Ding and Li 2007). In this 142 

case, the NLLE may be estimated from the atmospheric observational data using the 143 

LDAs algorithm (Ding et al. 2010, 2011; Li and Ding 2011; Ding et al. 2016; Liu et al. 144 

2016). In this study, the NLLE method and the LDAs algorithm are applied to find the 145 
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TC analog(s) that have similar characteristics, such as similar track and intensity, and 146 

to estimate the predictability of TC intensity. 147 

2.3 Calculation of the NLLE from best track data 148 

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of TC genesis location (defined as the 149 

position of the first record of a TC track in the best track data) over the whole WNP 150 

basin for the period 1945–2015. More than 2000 TCs formed during this period. For 151 

the purpose of the present study we excluded TCs with lifetimes less than 48 hours 152 

and TCs with observational values of the MCP or MSW missing during the entire 153 

period of the TC record. The LDAs algorithm finds the TC analog(s) over the WNP 154 

basin using the best track data. Similar to Zhong et al. (2017), analogous TCs are two 155 

independent TCs with similar location and track length, with small initial distance and 156 

evolutionary distance between their tracks1. Analogous TCs should also have similar 157 

initial intensity and evolutionary intensity2. 158 

In this study, the initial errors of the TC MCP and MSW are defined as the 159 

absolute difference in the MCP and MSW between the analogous TC and its reference 160 

TC at the genesis time, while the error at each time point is the absolute difference 161 

                                                 
1 The initial distance is a distance (along a great circle) between the locations of the two independent TCs at 

genesis time, ensuring that the genesis locations of the two independent TCs are close. Similarly, the evolutionary 

distance is the averaged distance of several present locations between the two independent TCs evolving over an 

early time interval since TC formed, which is to ensure the similarity of the trajectories of the two independent 

TCs over a short period of time. 

2 The initial intensity is the first record of the TC intensity, and the evolutionary intensity is the averaged 

difference in intensity between two different TCs evolving over an early time interval since TC formed. 
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between the MCP and MSW of the two analogous TCs in their present locations (PLs) 162 

(Fig. 2b). The definition of the NLLE means that the error growth rates of the TC 163 

MCP and MSW between the reference TC and analog TC can be calculated using the 164 

IBTrACS best track data. Because the analogous TCs are based on the similarity of 165 

the genesis location and initial intensity, the mean error growth as a function of time is 166 

calculated only for the TC at the genesis time but not for each time of TC lifecycle. 167 

Likewise, the estimate of the predictability limit of TC intensity is only for the TC at 168 

the genesis time unless otherwise stated in this paper. A detailed description of the 169 

algorithm used to find the analogous TCs and to estimate the NLLE using the best 170 

track data is given in Appendices A and B.  171 

 172 

3. Results 173 

3.1 Predictability limit of TC intensity 174 

In this study, the mean error growth represents the mean relative growth of the 175 

initial error (RGIE), which is defined as the ratio of the real-time intensity error at the 176 

evolution time to the initial intensity error. Figure 3a and 3b shows the log of mean 177 

errors in MCP and MSW for all TCs in the WNP, based on the IBTrACS dataset. The 178 

linear evolution up to 72 h in Fig. 3 indicates that the absolute intensity error growth 179 

was exponential, with a growth rate approximately equal to the maximal Lyapunov 180 

exponent. After 72 h, the log of mean error grows relatively slowly, departing from 181 

the linear evolution and entering a nonlinear phase with a steadily decreasing growth 182 
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rate with increasing time. In this phase, the absolute intensity error started to deviate 183 

from the exponential growth. Finally, the curves of the log of mean errors in MCP and 184 

MSW reach the saturation level. Similarly, Kieu and Moon (2016) also reported that 185 

the forecast error of TC intensity in most of the operational numerical models grows 186 

rapidly at the initial stage, and the errors of TC intensity ultimately reach saturation 187 

after 72 hours.  188 

The log of mean error growth may be determined by a range of mechanisms in 189 

the different phases of error growth. In the initial stage in which the initial error grows 190 

linearly, the change of TC intensity may be greatly influenced by the initial conditions. 191 

However, at longer ranges the intensity and structure of a TC depend more on the 192 

large-scale environment than on the initial conditions (Kieu and Moon 2016). 193 

Previous studies have suggested that such a saturation of the TC intensity error 194 

appears to exist and may depend on specific environmental conditions, physical 195 

approximations, or the type of numerical model, such as an axisymmetric hurricane 196 

model or the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model (Yang et al. 197 

2007; Hakim 2011, 2013).  198 

The predictability of weather systems is limited by the chaotic nature of the 199 

atmosphere. The saturation theorem (Ding et al. 2010) implies that predictability is 200 

lost when the mean error reaches the saturation limit. In the present study, the 201 

predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW are defined as the time at which the 202 

error reaches 95% of its saturation level, following Ding and Li (2007). As shown in 203 
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Fig. 3a and 3b, the predictability limit obtained from the IBTrACS dataset for the TC 204 

MCP is ~102 hours, which is comparable to (but slightly lower) than that of the TC 205 

MSW, which has a predictability limit of 108 hours. 206 

As shown above, the mean error growth and the predictability limits of TC 207 

intensity obtained by the NLLE approach are the average results of all TCs over the 208 

whole WNP basin. Considering that the TCs generated in different areas may have 209 

different characteristics (e.g., lifetime and intensity), we further use the NLLE method 210 

to quantitatively estimate the predictability limits of the MCP and MSW of the 211 

individual TC according to the 95% error saturation criterion. Figure 4 shows the 212 

probability distributions of the predictability limit of the TC MCP and MSW, which 213 

are sorted from lowest to highest. The modes of the predictability limit distribution for 214 

TC intensity are 72 h for both the TC MCP and MSW, with maximum probability 215 

values of 25.8% and 25.2%, respectively. The next highest frequencies occur at 96 h 216 

and then 48 h.  217 

Moreover, to obtain the spatial distributions of the predictability limits, the 218 

estimates of the predictability limit of the individual TC MCP and MSW based upon 219 

the TC genesis location are interpolated onto a 2° latitude by 2° longitude spatial grid 220 

across the whole WNP. Figures 5a and 6a show the spatial distributions of the 221 

predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW over the whole WNP basin, 222 

respectively. The distributions of the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW 223 

are relatively consistent, with a pattern correlation coefficient of 0.8, which is 224 
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significant at the 0.01 level. In addition, for both the TC MCP and MSW, the 225 

predictability limits range from 60 to 144 hours over the WNP basin. There is a 226 

relatively high predictability limit of the TC MCP over the southeastern region of the 227 

WNP (>120 hours), which is similar to the situation for the TC MSW. On the other 228 

hand, the predictability limit of the TC MCP is relatively low (84–108 hours) in the 229 

west of the WNP (120.0°E–140.0°E), and this is also similar to the distribution of the 230 

TC MSW. In addition, both the TC MCP and MSW have the lowest predictability 231 

limits (<72 hours) in the SCS (110.0°E–120.0°E). Overall, the meridional mean 232 

predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW are also higher in the eastern WNP 233 

than in the SCS, and there is a gradual increase from 100°E to 180° in both cases 234 

(Figs. 5b and 6b).  235 

As mentioned above, the distributions of the predictability limits of the TC MCP 236 

and MSW obtained by the NLLE method closely resemble the spatial pattern of the 237 

predictability limit of the TC tracks (corresponding to Figure 5 in Zhong et al. (2017)), 238 

which ranges from 48 to 120 hours, and depends largely on TC genesis location over 239 

the WNP basin. The pattern correlation coefficients between the distributions of the 240 

predictability limits of the TC tracks are 0.67 and 0.70 for the TC MCP and TC MSW, 241 

respectively, which are significant at the 0.01 level. Both meridional means of the 242 

predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW obtained by the NLLE method are also 243 

similar to those of the TC tracks shown by Zhong et al. (2017), who report that the 244 

predictability limit of the TC tracks shows a gradual increase from 100°E to 180°, as 245 
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highlighted by the meridional mean. These results essentially indicate that the TC 246 

track is closely related to the TC intensity. 247 

The above analysis reveals that the distributions of the predictability limits of the 248 

TC MCP and MSW depend largely on TC genesis location. One distinct feature in 249 

Figs. 5a and 6a is that the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW are generally 250 

lower in the SCS than east of 120°E over the WNP, so the SCS can be considered a 251 

separate region, based on the distribution of genesis location in Fig. 1. In addition, we 252 

divide the area east of 120°E over the WNP into two sub-regions (referred to as the 253 

WWNP and EWNP), using as the boundary the longitude (141°E) of the mean genesis 254 

location of all TCs over the whole WNP basin. 255 

Figure 7a–c shows the log of mean error of the TC MCP in the SCS, WWNP, and 256 

EWNP regions, respectively. The time taken for the log of mean error of the TC MCP 257 

to reach saturation state gradually increases from the SCS to EWNP. This corresponds 258 

to the predictability limit of the TC MCP, with values of around 84, 96, and 120 hours 259 

in the SCS, WWNP, and EWNP regions, respectively. Similarly, the log of mean error 260 

growth of the TC MSW in the SCS is the fastest to reach saturation state, followed by 261 

the WWNP and then EWNP (Fig. 7d–f). The predictability limits of the TC MSW are 262 

about 84, 96 and 108 hours in the SCS, WWNP, and EWNP, respectively. Clearly, 263 

there are no obvious differences in the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW 264 

in the SCS and the WWNP. However, in the EWNP, the predictability limit of the TC 265 

MCP is comparable to (but slightly higher than) that of the TC MSW. In both cases, 266 
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the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW in the EWNP are much higher than 267 

those in the SCS, which is consistent with the characteristics of the spatial patterns 268 

shown in Figs. 5a and 6a. Moreover, it is also found that the saturation level of the log 269 

of mean errors in the WNP is much higher than in the SCS, and the errors get larger 270 

and larger from the SCS to EWNP (Fig. 7a–f). This is probably related to stronger 271 

TCs that form in the EWNP, which tend to be associated with larger errors in their 272 

evolution (e.g., Rapid Intensification, RI) (Tao and Zhang 2015; Judt and Chen 2016).  273 

The TCs that form in the SCS appear to have a smaller error growth rate than TCs 274 

farther east, but their error saturation occurs at a much lower level, which yields a 275 

relatively short predictability limit. Additionally, as pointed out by Judt et al. (2016), 276 

the error of MSW for weaker and shorter-lived TCs likely saturates at lower values, 277 

because there is less energy at wavenumber 0 in those storms. 278 

3.2 Relationship between the predictability of TC intensity and the 279 

modified accumulated cyclone energy 280 

The accumulated cyclone energy (ACE) defined by Bell et al. (2000) has been 281 

increasingly used to measure TC activity. The annual ACE value gives a measure not 282 

only of the annual number of TCs, but also their lifetimes and intensities. The annual 283 

ACE is defined as the sum of the squares of the estimated 6-hourly MSW (in knots) 284 

for all the TCs with intensities of at least 35 knots. To illustrate why the distributions 285 

of the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW depend largely on TC genesis 286 

location, we define the modified accumulated cyclone energy (MACE) to describe the 287 
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individual character of a TC's intensity. Our definition of MACE is similar to that in 288 

Camargo et al. (2005). In contrast to the value of annual ACE, the MACE for each TC 289 

is calculated as the sum of the squares of the particular TC’s MSW for all times in 290 

which the TC intensity is at least 35 knots and so is independent of the annual number 291 

of TCs in the WNP. The MACE is based on the mean lifetime of the TC and the 292 

MACE equivalent wind speed, which is both a physically and statistically reasonable 293 

metric of individual TC activity. 294 

Figure 8a shows the spatial distribution of the TC MACE calculated at the 295 

genesis locations. Similar to Fig. 5a, the MACE values of the TCs are interpolated 296 

onto a 2° latitude by 2° longitude spatial grid across the whole WNP basin. The 297 

spatial pattern of the MACE reflects the main characteristics of the distributions of the 298 

predictability limit for both the TC MCP and MSW. The spatial distribution of the TC 299 

MACE is significantly correlated with the distribution of the predictability limits of 300 

the TC MSW (r = 0.75, significant at the 0.01 level) and with the predictability limits 301 

of the TC MCP (r = 0.73, significant at the 0.01 level). There is relatively low MACE 302 

in the SCS, while high MACE is present over the southeastern region of the WNP, 303 

with two centers in this region. This result indicates that the predictability limit of the 304 

TC intensities may be associated with the TC MACE in the WNP basin. 305 

The TC MACE contains information on both the lifetime of the TC and its wind 306 

speed, and the nature of TC activity depends on various characteristics of these 307 

components. Therefore, we next analyze separately the distributions of these 308 
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components to study the possible changes in TC activity over the WNP basin. In the 309 

best track data, TC lifetimes depend on the definition of the first and last records of a 310 

TC, and the TC intensity is its lifetime maximum intensity (LMI). Figures 9a and 311 

10a present the distributions of the lifetime and LMI for the TCs over the whole 312 

WNP basin, respectively. The lifetime of a TC ranges from ~96 to 288 hours, and 313 

the LMI of the TC is between 30 and 120 knots. The spatial distribution of the TC 314 

lifetime is similar to that of the TC LMI, and these spatial distributions are consistent 315 

with the distribution of TC MACE shown in Fig. 8a. We also calculated the pattern 316 

correlations between the distributions of MACE, LMI, and lifetime over the WNP 317 

basin (Table 1). The MACE exhibits a pattern correlation with LMI and lifetime at 318 

0.91 and 0.85, respectively (both significant at 0.01 level), indicating that both of the 319 

LMI and lifetime of TC are very relevant to the MACE of TC. Moreover, the spatial 320 

distributions of TC lifetime and LMI appear to depend on the genesis locations of 321 

the TCs, which have a similar distribution to that of the TC MACE in Fig. 8a. This 322 

result indicates that the spatial distributions of the predictability limits of the TC 323 

MCP and MSW are related to those of the TC lifetime and LMI. Relatively long 324 

lifetime and relatively strong TCs are generated in the southeastern region of the 325 

WNP, corresponding to high TC MACE and high predictability of TC intensity. The 326 

predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW appear to be lower in the SCS and the 327 

western WNP, which also corresponds well to relatively low MACE, relatively short 328 

lifetime, and relatively weak intensity of the TCs there. These results support our 329 
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interpretation of the distribution of the predictability limits of TC intensity. It is 330 

likely that the predictability limits of TC intensity are generally associated with 331 

changes in TC lifetime and LMI and that a TC with relatively long lifetime and 332 

relatively large LMI may favor relatively high predictability of TC intensity. 333 

In order to know if uncertainty of land interaction causes changes in the 334 

predictability of TC intensity, we further calculate the predictability limit of intensity 335 

after removing data after landfall. As shown in Figure 11, the predictability limits of 336 

MCP and MSW with landfall data exhibit pattern correlation with those of TC MCP 337 

and MSW without landfall data at 0.74 and 0.85, respectively (both significant at 338 

0.01 level). In addition, the pattern correlation coefficients are 0.90 and 0.94 339 

between the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW with landfall data and 340 

their TC lifetime which are significant at the 0.01 level. However, the pattern 341 

correlation coefficients are 0.77 and 0.83, respectively (both significant at 0.01 level), 342 

if we don’t consider the TC landfall (without landfall data). These results still 343 

indicate that the TC lifetime is well correlated with the predictability of TC intensity. 344 

Meanwhile, the uncertainty of TC landfall also have effect on the TC intensity 345 

predictability and is somewhat determining the zonal distribution of the 346 

predictability, albeit the effect of land interaction is relatively small. 347 

The emphasis on the TC genesis location or the LMI does not take into account 348 

the change in predictability limit through the TC lifecycle. Therefore, we further 349 

examine how the predictability limits of intensity evolve as a function of the time 350 
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that has evolved since the TC began. Here, the similarity criterion of finding a TC 351 

analog is based on the similarity of location and intensity at the time 24, 48, 72 and 352 

96 hours after TC genesis, respectively (and is not based on the similarity of the 353 

initial location and intensity at the genesis time). If the analogous TCs are found, the 354 

TC intensities predictability are computed using the same procedure that is given in 355 

the Appendix B, where the initial intensity error is the absolute difference of TC 356 

intensity at the time 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours after TC genesis, respectively. 357 

 Figure 12 shows estimates of the predictability limit of the TC MCP and MSW 358 

as a function of the time that has evolved since the TC formed. The predictability 359 

limit of the TC MSW gradually decreases from 108 hours at genesis time to 84 hours 360 

4 days after TC formation. However, for the TC MCP, the predictability limit shows 361 

more pronounced decrease from 102 hours at the genesis time to 54 hours 4 days 362 

after TC formation. These results indicate that the predictability limits of the TC 363 

MCP and MSW appear to evolve in the TC lifecycle, and the TC intensities become 364 

less predictable as they evolve since the TC formed, consistent with the zonal 365 

gradient of TC intensity predictability shown in Figs 5a and 6a. 366 

4. Summary and discussion 367 

In this work, the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW over the western 368 

North Pacific (WNP) are investigated with the observed TC best track data using the 369 

NLLE method, which has been proposed to evaluate atmospheric and oceanic 370 

predictability. The predictability limit of the TC MCP obtained from the IBTrACS 371 
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dataset is ~102 hours, slightly lower than the predictability limit of TC MSW, which 372 

is ~108 hours. Similar results were reported by Kieu and Moon (2016), who found 373 

that the predictability limit of TC intensity forecasts was 108–120 hours in a 374 

low-order hurricane-scale dynamical model (Kieu 2015; Kieu and Moon 2016), 375 

thereby exceeding the performance of most numerical and statistical prediction 376 

models. Figure 13 summarizes the range of TC track and intensity predictabilities 377 

obtained by the NLLE approach. The predictability limits of the TC intensities are 378 

comparable to those of the TC tracks. These results provide a new perspective that 379 

enhances our understanding of the predictability limits of TCs, and is encouraging for 380 

TC prediction.  381 

As these values of the limits (~102 and ~108 hours) are general estimates of the 382 

predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW over the whole WNP basin, and TC 383 

characteristics such as lifetime and the LMI vary widely with genesis location, we 384 

further examined the spatial distributions of the predictability limits of the TC MCP 385 

and MSW. The predictability limits of both TC MCP and MSW are relatively high in 386 

the southeastern WNP, exceeding 120 hours at most locations. In contrast, the limits 387 

are relatively low in the SCS, less than 72 hours. The spatial distribution of the 388 

predictability limit appears to depend on the TC genesis location. In addition, the 389 

distributions of the predictability limits of TC MCP and MSW are consistent with 390 

those of TC MACE, lifetime, and intensity (LMI). The regions where the TC intensity 391 

is relatively strong and the TC has a relatively long lifetime favor relatively high 392 
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predictability of TC MCP and MSW. 393 

Moreover, we used the NLLE approach to perform a quantitative analysis of how 394 

the predictability limits of intensity evolve as a function of the time that has evolved 395 

since the TC began. The predictability limit of TC MSW at the genesis location (108 396 

hours) gradually drops below the limit of 84 hours at time 96 hours after the TC 397 

formed, while the predictability limit of the TC MCP with a value of 102 hours 398 

rapidly falls to 54 hours. This result reveals an evolving predictability limit of TC 399 

intensity throughout the TC lifecycle, and these reduced limits may be associated with 400 

the remaining lifetime of the TCs. 401 

There are several limitations to the present study. First, because of the use of best 402 

track data to find the analogous TCs and calculate the mean error growth, it is still 403 

likely that the predictability limits of the TC MCP and MSW are underestimated. 404 

Given the relatively short observational records of TC best track data, some false 405 

analogs are inevitably in the best track data, which means that initial errors of TC 406 

intensities can be quite large (because it is be more difficult to identify analogous 407 

TCs). Meanwhile, due to the sparse observations before the 1970s when aircraft and 408 

satellite were not available, the IBTrACS dataset may include some estimated 409 

uncertainty of the TC intensity, thereby possibly introducing uncertainty in estimating 410 

the predictability limit over the whole WNP basin. Consequently, our estimate of the 411 

predictability limit of the TC tracks will inevitably include uncertainties. Therefore, 412 

the predictability of TC intensities should be assessed further with a longer period of 413 
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observed TC best track data or a series of idealized simulations using a more realistic 414 

numerical model. Second, the observed TC best track data do not contain information 415 

on large-scale environmental variables and the internal TC processes, so the NLLE 416 

method could not be used to explore the impact of these factors on TC intensity 417 

predictability based on the best track data. Although the land effect is removed 418 

through removing the landfall data, we cannot remove land effect like in modelling 419 

studies that the land can be 'truly' removed by artificially change the surface 420 

parameters. Further work will be necessary to examine their influence on the 421 

predictability of TC intensity in different TC cases using a more realistic model. 422 

  423 
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Appendix A  431 

An algorithm for finding two analogous TCs 432 

Let the TC  [ ( ), ( )], 0,1,2,..., 1, 1,2,...,i i k i kx t t k m i N     be a set of points of 433 

TC position, where m  represents the length of a TC time series, N represents the 434 

total number of TCs, and ( )i kt  and ( )i kt  represent the longitude and latitude, 435 

respectively. With continuous TC position data, the distance (along a great circle) 436 

between two independent TCs is given by 437 

 ( ) (t ) (t ) (t ) (t )[ (t ) (t )]arccos sin sin cos cosj k i k j k i k j i i k j ki td R        438 

(A1) 439 

where R is the average radius of the earth and k
t  are the times corresponding to TCi 440 

and TCj. 441 

The determination of two analogous TCs is based on the initial distance 1 0jd t（ ） 442 

and the evolutionary distance ed . The algorithm used to find two analogous TCs 443 

from all TCs over the WNP basin is briefly described as follows. 444 

Step 1. Taking TC1 as the reference TC, with genesis location 
1 1 0 1 0[ ( ), ( )]x t t   445 

defined as the reference initial position at the initial time (genesis time) 0t , we first 446 

seek the genesis location 
0 0[ ( ), ( )]j j jx t t   of TCj. The initial distance 1 0jd t（ ） is the 447 

distance between the genesis locations of TC1 and TCj. To ensure similarity of the 448 

large-scale environmental steering flow for the two TCs, TCj should be formed in a 449 

similar ‘‘season’’ but in a different year to TC1 (i.e., ±45 days from the genesis time of 450 

the reference TC), and the differences in initial intensities between the TC1 and TCj 451 
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should be small. 452 

Step 2. Within a short initial period, the evolutionary distance ed  is used to 453 

measure the degree of similarity of the tracks of TC1 and TCj. Note that in a previous 454 

study the choice of the initial evolutionary stage depended on the persistence of the 455 

variable of interest (Li and Ding 2011). In the present study, because it is impossible 456 

to obtain the persistence of the TC tracks, we set the initial evolutionary stage as two 457 

6-hour time steps (i.e., 12 hours), and found that the predictability results of the TC 458 

tracks are not sensitive to the choice of this parameter. Within the initial evolutionary 459 

stage, the evolutionary distance ed  between the TC1 
1 1 1[ ( ), ( )]k kx t t   and TCj 460 

[ ( ), ( )]j j k j kx t t   is given by 461 

2

1

0

1
2

1

K

e j k

k

d t K
K

d


   
 （ ）， .      (A2) 462 

where K  is the steps of the initial evolutionary interval, and 1 ( )j kd t  is the initial 463 

separation between TC1 
1 1 1[ ( ), ( )]k kx t t   and TCj [ ( ), ( )]j j k j kx t t  . 464 

Step 3. The total distance td , taking into account not only the initial distance 465 

but also the evolutionary distance, is found by adding 1 0( )jd t  and ed : 466 

1 0t j ed d t d （ ） .                           (A3) 467 

If td  is small, it is likely that the TC1 
1 1 1[ ( ), ( )]k kx t t   and TCj [ ( ), ( )]j j k j kx t t   468 

are analogous TCs at the initial time. The constraint of the total distance td  has two 469 

components: the initial distance and evolutionary distance. Such a constraint 470 

condition allows us to exclude a large portion of all non-analogous TCs, and thereby 471 

find the analogous TCj for the reference TC1 over the WNP basin. 472 

  473 
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Appendix B 474 

An algorithm for estimating NLLE and RGIE from the best track data 475 

For every TCi, the value of total distance td  can be determined using the 476 

algorithm in Appendix A. The analogous TCj of the reference TCi is only chosen from 477 

all TCs over the whole WNP basin if the total distance td  is small. Let the TC 478 

[ ( ), 0,1,2,..., 1, 1,2,..., ]i ky t k M i N    be a set of TC intensities at 6-hourly intervals, 479 

where M  represents the length of a TC time series, N represents the total number of 480 

TC, and ( )i ky t  is the intensity at each time. 481 

Step 1. The initial intensity error is the absolute difference in TC intensity 482 

between the reference TCi  ( ), 0,1,2,3,..., 1i ky t k m  and its analogous TCj at 483 

genesis time, which can be denoted as follows:  484 

0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )i i jI t y t y t .                                           (B1) 485 

Step 2. At time kt k   ( 1,2, ,k M ), the M  is the total number of TC 486 

intensity points, and the symbol Δ represents the time interval which is 6-hours in 487 

present study. The reference TCi will have moved from 0( )iy t  to ( )i ky t , and its 488 

analogous TCj will have moved from 0( )jy t  to ( ) j ky t  (see Fig. 2b). The initial 489 

difference  then becomes the difference ( )i kI t , which is given by 490 

( ) ( ) ( )i k i k j kI t y t y t  .                                           (B2) 491 

To estimate the NLLE, it is necessary to examine the growth rate of the initial 492 

intensity error between two initially close TCs over the whole WNP basin. The 493 

growth rate of the initial error (absolute difference in TC initial intensity) during the 494 

evolutionary interval ( kt ) is 495 

0( )iI t
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0

( )1
( ) ln

( )

i k
i k

k i

I t
t

t I t
 , ( 1,2,3,...,k M ).                               (B3) 496 

where 
0( )iI t  is the initial error in intensity between the reference TCi and its 497 

analogous TCj, and the difference ( )i kI t  is the initial intensity error  at time 498 

. With k  gradually increasing, we can obtain the variation in ( )i kt  as a function 499 

of the evolution time kt  ( 1,2,3, ,k M ). 500 

Step 3. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for every TC, and the growth rates of intensity 501 

error for each reference TC  1 2[ ( ), ( ), , ( )],( 1,2,3,..., )k k i ky t y t y t i N  are given 502 

by 503 

0

( )1
( ) ln

( )

i k
i k

k i

I t
t

t I t
 , ( 1,2,3 ,i N ; 1,2,3, ,k M ).                (B4) 504 

where i N  is the total number of all TCs over the whole WNP basin, the evolution 505 

time from the initial time 0t  is kt k   ( 1,2,3, ,k M ), 
0( )iI t  is the initial 506 

error of intensity between the reference TC and its analogous TC, and the difference 507 

( )i kI t  is the initial intensity error  at time ( )i kI t  is the evolution of 
0( )iI t  508 

with evolution time kt . It follows that the mean growth rates of the initial intensity 509 

error for all reference TCs is given by 510 

1 2

1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ln ln

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

N N
i k k k N k

N
k i k

i i k i k N

I t I t I t I t
t t

N N t I t t I t I t I t 

  
     

   
   .   (B5) 511 

Step 4. The mean relative growth of initial error (RGIE) for all reference TCs is 512 

given by 513 

1 2

1 0 2 0 0

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) exp ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

k k N k
N

k k k

N

I t I t I t
t t t

I t I t I t
    

,( 1,2,3, ,k M ).       (B6) 514 

Note that the description of the algorithm for estimating NLLE and RGIE from 515 

0( )iI t

kt

0( )iI t kt
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the best track data is derived from that in Li and Ding (2011) and Ding et al. (2016) 516 

with some slight modifications. In this work, the time at which the mean error reaches 517 

95% of the saturation level can also be defined as the mean predictability limit of all 518 

TC intensities (Ding et al. 2011; Li and Ding 2013).  519 

  520 
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Table Captions 633 

Table 1. Pattern correlations between the modified accumulated cyclone energy 634 

(MACE), the lifetime maximum intensity (LMI), and the lifetime of TCs over 635 

the WNP basin, based on observational data. 636 

  637 
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Figure Captions  638 

FIG. 1. (a) Spatial distribution of genesis locations of all TCs over the whole WNP 639 

basin. The red dots denote the genesis locations of TCs. The lines at 120°E, and 640 

141°E (the longitude of the mean genesis location of all TCs over the WNP) are 641 

the longitudinal boundaries of the three sub-regions, the SCS, WWNP and 642 

EWNP. 643 

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the procedure used to calculate the NLLE from 644 

the best track data. (a) The trajectory of an analog of the reference TC at time ti (i 645 

= 0, 1, 2,…k) is denoted as an analogous trajectory. (b) Evolution of the intensity 646 

of an analog of the reference TC at time ti (i = 0, 1, 2,…k) is denoted as an 647 

analogous intensity. The growth rate of the absolute distance error (absolute 648 

intensity error) between the reference trajectory (intensity) and its analogous 649 

trajectory (intensity) is used to estimate the NLLE. 650 

FIG. 3. The logarithm of mean error growth of all TC (a) minimum central pressure 651 

(MCP), and (b) maximum sustained wind (MSW) over the whole WNP basin, as 652 

obtained from the IBTrACS best track data. Note that the mean error growth as a 653 

function of the time is calculated only for the TC at the genesis time, but not for 654 

each time of TC lifecycle. The dashed line represents the 95% level of the 655 

saturation value, as obtained by taking the average of the mean error growth after 656 

144 hours. 657 

FIG. 4. Probability (%) distribution of the predictability limit of the TC (a) minimum 658 
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central pressure (MCP), and (b) maximum sustained wind (MSW), as calculated 659 

only for the TC at genesis time. 660 

FIG. 5. (a) Spatial distribution of the predictability limit (hours) of the individual TC 661 

minimum central pressure (MCP), and (b) the meridional mean profile of the 662 

predictability limit. Note that the spatial interpolations are based on the TC 663 

genesis location.  664 

FIG. 6. As for Fig. 5, but for the TC (a) maximum sustained wind (MSW) and (b) its 665 

meridional mean profile. 666 

FIG. 7. As for Fig. 2, but for the mean error growth of the TC (a), (b), (c) minimum 667 

central pressure (MCP) and (d), (e), (f) maximum sustained wind (MSW) in the 668 

(a), (d) SCS, (b), (e) WWNP, and (c), (f) EWNP. 669 

FIG. 8. (a) Spatial distribution of the TC Modified accumulated cyclone energy 670 

(MACE, 103 knots2), and (b) its meridional mean profile. Note that the spatial 671 

interpolations are based on the TC genesis location.  672 

FIG. 9. As for Fig. 8, but for the lifetime maximum intensity (LMI, knots) and (b) its 673 

meridional mean profile. 674 

FIG. 10. As for Fig. 8, but for the TC lifetime (hours) and (b) its meridional mean 675 

profile. 676 

FIG. 11. As for Fig. 5a, but for the predictability limits of TC MCP and MSW with 677 

TC landfall data removed. 678 

 679 
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FIG. 12. Estimated predictability limit of TC MCP and MSW as a function of the time 680 

that has evolved since the TC formed. 681 

FIG. 13. Simplified diagram showing the range of estimates of TC track and intensity 682 

predictability obtained by the NLLE approach.  683 
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Table 1. Pattern correlations between the modified accumulated cyclone energy 684 

(MACE), the lifetime maximum intensity (LMI), and the lifetime of TCs over the 685 

WNP basin, based on observational data. 686 

 MACE LMI Lifetime 

MACE 1   
LMI 0.91 1  

Lifetime 0.85 0.84 1 

  687 
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 688 

FIG. 1. (a) Spatial distribution of genesis locations of all TCs over the whole WNP 689 

basin. The red dots denote the genesis locations of TCs. The lines at 120°E, and 690 

141°E (the longitude of the mean genesis location of all TCs over the WNP) are the 691 

longitudinal boundaries of the three sub-regions, the SCS, WWNP and EWNP. 692 

  693 
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 694 

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the procedure used to calculate the NLLE from 695 

the best track data. (a) The trajectory of an analog of the reference TC at time ti (i = 0, 696 

1, 2,…k) is denoted as an analogous trajectory. (b) Evolution of the intensity of an 697 

analog of the reference TC at time ti (i = 0, 1, 2,…k) is denoted as an analogous 698 

intensity. The growth rate of the absolute distance error (absolute intensity error) 699 

between the reference trajectory (intensity) and its analogous trajectory (intensity) is 700 

used to estimate the NLLE.   701 
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 702 

 703 

FIG. 3. The logarithm of mean error growth of all TC (a) minimum central pressure 704 

(MCP), and (b) maximum sustained wind (MSW) over the whole WNP basin, as 705 

obtained from the IBTrACS best track data. Note that the mean error growth as a 706 

function of the time is calculated only for the TC at the genesis time, but not for each 707 

time of TC lifecycle. The dashed line represents the 95% level of the saturation value, 708 

as obtained by taking the average of the mean error growth after 144 hours. 709 
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 711 

FIG. 4. Probability (%) distribution of the predictability limit of the TC (a) minimum 712 

central pressure (MCP), and (b) maximum sustained wind (MSW), as calculated only 713 

for the TC at genesis time. 714 
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 716 

FIG. 5. (a) Spatial distribution of the predictability limit (hours) of the individual TC 717 

minimum central pressure (MCP), and (b) the meridional mean profile of the 718 

predictability limit. Note that the spatial interpolations are based on the TC genesis 719 

location.   720 
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 721 

FIG. 6. As for Fig. 5, but for the TC (a) maximum sustained wind (MSW) and (b) its 722 

meridional mean profile. 723 
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 725 

FIG. 7. As for Fig. 2, but for the log of mean error growth of the TC (a), (b), (c) 726 

minimum central pressure (MCP) and (d), (e), (f) maximum sustained wind (MSW) in 727 

the (a), (d) SCS, (b), (e) WWNP, and (c), (f) EWNP. 728 
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 730 

FIG. 8. (a) Spatial distribution of the TC Modified accumulated cyclone energy 731 

(MACE, 103 knots2), and (b) its meridional mean profile. Note that the spatial 732 

interpolations are based on the TC genesis location.   733 
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 734 

FIG. 9. As for Fig. 8, but for the lifetime maximum intensity (LMI, knots) and (b) its 735 

meridional mean profile.  736 
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 737 

FIG. 10. As for Fig. 8, but for the TC lifetime (hours) and (b) its meridional mean 738 

profile.  739 
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 740 

FIG. 11. As for Fig. 5a, but for the predictability limits of TC MCP and MSW with 741 

TC landfall data removed. 742 
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 743 

FIG. 12. Estimated predictability limit of TC MCP and MSW as a function of the time 744 

that has evolved since the TC formed. 745 
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 747 

Fig. 13. Simplified diagram showing the range of estimates of TC track and intensity 748 

predictability obtained by the NLLE approach. 749 
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